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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

The main objective of this work is to delve into the international tax law of the 

Dominican Republic, specifically into the income taxation issues that affect 

international business and investment. We will try to answer two questions: 1) How 

does the Dominican international tax law system compare to the common 

denominator set by the OECD and UN Model conventions? 2) What changes are 

forthcoming if the country decides to develop an international tax treaty network? 

 

Since the topic of international tax law is so extensive, we will compare exclusively 

the aspects of fiscal liability and withholding payments. Our method will consist in 

delineating in broad terms that which is proposed by the OECD and UN Model 

conventions and then analyze how Dominican tax law deals with the same matters, 

including the treatment given in the only two tax reaties Dominican Republic has 

signed: one with Canada in 1976 and one with Spain in 2011. Similarities will be 

merely stated, but differences will be explained as to their practical effect.  

 

The present work is divided in two sections and a conclusion. In Section I we 

introduce international tax law and discuss how the Dominican Republic receives its 

sources. In Section II we compare the positivized international tax law of the 

Dominican Republic to the OECD and the UN model conventions, without treating 

the models as the undisputed law, but using them to explain how topics such as fiscal 

residence, permanent establishment, withholding payments, etc, are dealt with under 

Dominican law. In the conclusion we analyze whether any changes should be 

adopted, or at least considered, for the proper reception of international tax law and 

jurisprudence in the Dominican Republic. 
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§ SECTION I 

 

I. FUNDAMENTS OF INTERNATIONAL TAX 

LAW1  
 

A. Tax subjectivity and tax liability 
 

1. International tax law. “International tax law” is a misnomer because it 

designates the part of each country’s national tax law that deals with the tax aspects 

of cross border transactions2 or, more appropriately, the part that regulates how a 

country treats taxpayers who are “liable to tax”3 in more than one national 

jurisdiction.  

 

2. Tax subjectivity and tax liability. A person, whether natural or juridical, is 

“subject to tax” if it has to pay any amount of taxes, regardless of how small, on a 

given jurisdiction. On the other hand, a person is “liable to tax” when it is subject to 

the taxing power of a particular State4, even if at this particular moment, the person 

does not have to pay any tax at all. A tax subject is always liable to tax, but not 

viceversa. 

 

3. Source and residence taxation. On this work we will focus exclusively on 

taxes levied on a person’s income. There are two principles on which States assign 

“liability to tax” regarding income:  

 

																																																													
1 For a complete introduction to international tax law, see generally Lang, Michael, Introduction to the 
Law of Double Taxation Conventions, 2nd edition, Linde, 2013 [Lang, Introduction]. 
2 Ricardi, Lorenzo. Chinese tax law and international treaties, Springer, Switzerland, 2013, page 67 
[Lorenzo]. 
3 Wheeler, Joanna, Persons qualifying for treaty benefits, in United Nations Handbook on Selected 
Issues in Administration of Double Tax Treaties for Developing Countries, New York, 2013, page 61. 
[UN Handbook] 
4 UN Handbook, page 63. 
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Source taxation or limited taxation. States levy taxes on income originated 

in the territory within its jurisdiction. Every country has rules that determine 

whether a particular item of income originated within its jurisdiction or not. 

When a person is subject exclusively to source taxation on a State, it is said to 

be under “limited taxation”. 

  

Residence taxation or unlimited taxation. Also called the “worldwide 

income principle”, it entails that a country levies taxes on all the income 

obtained by persons subject to its authority, independently of where said 

income originated. The criterion to impose this type of liability is called 

“fiscal residence” and it’s usually based on domicile, incorporation or place of 

effective management. A fiscal resident is a subjected to “unlimited taxation” 

in said State. 

 

4. Preference for residence taxation. Almost all countries charge taxes on the 

income derived within its borders and most States also charge taxes on the worldwide 

income of its residents. Were it not so, there will be a strong incentive for residents to 

move income abroad “(offshore”) in order to avoid taxation, and for certain kinds of 

income, such as passive portfolio income, this could be easily done5. 

 

5. Superimposition of taxing liabilities. Every country is free to impose liability 

to tax upon the people under its jurisdiction and within its territory. When a person 

subjected to unlimited taxation generates income in another jurisdiction, a 

superimposition of limited and unlimited taxing liabilities for the same income is 

created. The same superimposition arises when a person is considered by two 

countries to fall under their unlimited taxing jurisdiction (dual tax residence), making 

its income taxable in both countries. The rules that solve these superimpositions are 

essentially what we call international tax law. 

																																																													
5 Vann, Richard J., International Aspects of Income, in  Thuronyi, Victor, Tax law design and drafting, 
International Monetary Fund, 1998, page 87-88 [Vann] 
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B. International double taxation 
 

6. Economic and juridical double taxation. Double taxation occurs when tax 

residents of a State work, enter into transactions, or have property or income abroad6. 

It can take two forms: 

 

Economic double taxation: When two or more contributors are taxed in 

the same or different countries, by reason of the same taxable event7. A 

typical example is a person that pays interests, but the payment is for some 

reason not recognized as a deduction of income tax. If at the same time, the 

receiver of the interest must pay taxes on it, economical double taxation has 

occurred. 

 

Juridical double taxation: When the same contributor is taxed twice or 

more in the same or different countries, by reason of the same taxable event8. 

A typical example is a person that generates profits in a country of which it 

isn’t a resident, and that country charges income tax based on source 

principles. If at the same time, the residence country taxes the same person for 

that income generated abroad, juridical double taxation occurs.  

 

7. Reasons to combat double taxation. If a person is taxed on every country it 

operates, there is a great incentive to remain local. Similarly, if a person is not taxed 

on the income it generates abroad, there will be a strong incentive to remain fully 

international. These competing incentives can lead to a loss of national or global 

welfare9, so rules are needed that promote neutrality regarding place of investment. 

That is the objective of international tax law legislation and jurisprudence. 

 

																																																													
6 Vann, page 3 
7 UN Handbook, page 117. 
8 Idem. 
9 Vann, page 3 
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C. Tax treaties as the principal instrument of 

international tax law 
 

8. Tax treaties. Superimposition of taxing liability is essentially a problem 

between States; therefore, the most common way to face it has been either through 

unilateral solutions, when a State provides relief for its residents; or through bilateral 

solutions, called “double taxation conventions” (DTC) or simply “tax treaties”. 

Currently, more than 3,000 of such treaties have been signed10, the subject matter of 

which is almost exclusively taxes on income11. 

 

9. Objectives of tax treaties. The objective of these bilateral treaties is manifold, 

but mainly they are concerned with reducing juridical double taxation by the 

appropriate allocation of taxing rights. Other goals such as exchange of information 

and ensuring the non-discrimination of a country’s nationals play a secondary, but 

important role as well12. 

 

10. Content of tax treaties. DTC do not mandate the application of foreign tax 

law, rather they 1) limit the application of each contracting State’s domestic tax law 

on situations on which it would have been applicable. For example, exempting an 

individual from taxing liability when normally he would be liable; and 2) enrich the 

domestic tax law of a State by adding new provisions and recognizing legal figures of 

other legal systems. For example, when a State makes a compromise to give a credit 

for taxes paid in a foreign country13.  

 

11. Binding nature of the treaty. DTC are international treaties in the sense of 

article 38.1 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice. As such, their binding 

																																																													
10 Explanatory statement to the Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty Related Measures to 
Prevent Base Erosion and Profit Shifting, page 1, paragraph 4 [MLI explanatory]. 
11 Figueroa, Antonio Hugo, La Doble Tributación Internacional en los inicios del siglo XXI, in Diaz, 
Vicente O., Tratado de Tributación. Tomo II Política y Economía Tributaria. Astrea, Buenos Aires, 
2004, page 78 [Figueroa] 
12 UN Handbook, page iv 
13 Vogel, pag 14 
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nature is enshrined in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT)14. If a 

State takes domestic measures contrary to its obligations under a DTC (so-called 

“treaty-override”), it will compromise its international responsibility15. However, a 

DTC may be considered non-binding if it was concluded in violation of the laws of a 

State16. 

 

12. Territorial scope. A DTC has binding force only within the well-defined 

territory of the contracting State17. For example, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin 

Islands are considered territories of the United States, but they are never included in 

the US tax treaties. Likewise, in the China-USA tax treaty, Hong Kong was excluded, 

although it is officially a part of the Popular Republic of China18. Also, it is not usual 

for tax treaties to apply to taxes levied by federative States19.  

 

13. Authoritative text of the treaty. When a treaty has been drafted in several 

languages, generally all versions are equally authoritative20. Some treaties, like the 

Spanish-Swedish treaty, designate a version on a third language as authoritative 

(English)21. 

 

14. Entry into force. It is a matter to be settled specifically by the treaty, due to 

the potentially different start dates of each State’s fiscal year and the time gap that 

																																																													
14 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1969, art. 26 [VCLT]. “Every treaty in force is binding 
upon the parties to it and must be performed by them in good faith”. 
15 VCLT, art. 27. “A party may not invoke the provisions of its internal law as justification for its 
failure to perform a treaty”.  
16 VCLT art. 46.1. “A State may not invoke the fact that its consent to be bound by a treaty has been 
expressed in violation of a provision of its internal law regarding competence to conclude treaties as 
invalidating its consent unless that violation was manifest and concerned a rule of its internal law of 
fundamental importance”. 
17 Luis del Arco Ruete, Doble imposición internacional y derecho tributario español, Madrid, 1977, 
pág.25 [Del Arco] 
18 Publication 901, US Tax Treaty Informative Guide. Department of the Treasury, September 2016, 
page 1. 
19 Del Arco, pág. 34 
20 VCLT art. 33.1. “When a treaty has been authenticated in two or more languages, the text is equally 
authoritative in each language, unless the treaty provides or the parties agree that, in case of 
divergence, a particular text shall prevail” 
21 Del Arco, pag 36. 
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exists between the moment when a taxable event occurs and the moment when the 

taxing claim of a State arises22. 

 

15. Treaty subjects. The treaty will contain rules expressing who is entitled to its 

benefits. These rules are usually autonomous from the internal law of the contracting 

States and even though a person might be under the jurisdiction of both States for 

civil or other legal matters, international tax treaties only accept one taxing 

jurisdiction and provide the rules to determine it. 

 

16. Taxes considered. Most treaties provide that current income taxes and all 

posterior taxes of a similar nature as the ones originally considered shall fall under 

the treaty. This provision might lead to interpretation problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
22 Vogel, page 21. “Income tax is due before dividend tax”. 
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II. PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL TAX 

LAW 
 

A. Single taxation principles 
 

17. Single tax principle. Income from cross-border transactions should be subject 

to tax only once, neither more nor less23. In that way, there is no implied incentive to 

invest exclusively either domestically or internationally24, since income will be taxed 

similarly anyhow.  

 

18. Benefits principle. Active income should be taxed at the source jurisdiction 

because it depends directly on the actions taken by the source State to allow 

economic activities. Passive income should be taxed at the residence State because a 

resident investing abroad benefits from the economy of its home State and is more 

willing to accept taxes by it. In a sense, residence taxation is a proxy for taxation with 

representation25.  

 

19. Permanent establishment principle. In order to safeguard the balance 

between source and residence taxation, a person should only be subject to income tax 

by States to which it has a sufficiently powerful link, generally requiring either fiscal 

residence or a permanent establishment26.  

 

20. Net income taxation. Fair taxes are those levied on net income, thus States 

must allow deduction of relevant expenses or establish sufficiently low tax rates when 

																																																													
23 Avi-Yonah, Reuven S., International Tax as International Law. Cambridge University Press, New 
York, 2007, page 8 [Avi-Yonah]. 
24 Avi-Yonah, page 9. 
25 Avi-Yonah, page 11. 
26 Mathur, CS, Görl, Maximilian and Sonntag, Karl, Principles of Model Tax Conventions and 
International Taxation, Volume I, Lexis Nexis, 2013, page 4, paragraph 4 [Mathur]. 4. 
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the tax is levied on gross income27. If taxes are levied on gross income (e.g. by 

withholding) international law calls for a lower rate28. 

 

B. Non-discrimination 
 

21. National and international character. Non-discrimination is a general 

principle of law found in national Constitutions and international treaties. Tax treaties 

also contain non-discrimination clauses and we will focus on their particularities. 

 

22. Not a MFN clause. The non-discrimination clause in tax treaties does not 

ensure equality in tax rates; rather, it ensures that the signatories accord nationals of 

the other State equal treatment, provided those nationals are on the same 

circumstances29. On the opposite, residents of other States can lawfully enjoy more 

favorable conditions due to bilateral or multilateral agreements30.  

 

23. Scope. Non-discrimination refers to all taxes, not only those contained 

specifically in the treaty scope. It also entails equal participation in incentives laws, 

equal admissibility of deductions, equality of methods for assessing of tax liability, 

depreciation or reserve regime31, equal requirements to start a business, etc.32. Non-

discrimination does not require the same treatment, but an equal treatment pertaining 

to the circumstances. 

 

23.1 No national allowances. Non-discrimination does not oblige the State to 

grant non-resident individuals, who are only subject to limited taxation, the same 

																																																													
27  Mathur, page 4, par 4. 
28 Mathur, page 4, par 
29 Residence is taken to be an important element to determine the similarity of circumstances, but not 
the only one. 
30 OECD Commentary, page 332 par 2 
31 OECD Commentary, page 341 par 40.b 
32 OECD Commentary, page 335 par 15 
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allowances, family taxation schemes and living expenses deductions it grants 

residents subject to unlimited taxation33. 

 

23.2 Different rules for deducting expenses. While expenses of a PE must be 

deductible under the same conditions as those of a national enterprise, even if those 

expenses are incurred by the main office in favor of the PE (overhead expenses tied to 

administrative functions34), no country is forced to recognize as deductible the 

proportion of the management salaries paid abroad to administer a PE35. Additionally, 

rules that prevent the deduction of certain categories of expenses (e.g. entertainment 

expenses) or that provide a different time on which a particular expense can be 

deducted, are not in violation of the non-discrimination clause36. 

 

23.3 More stringent information requirements. Stricter information 

requirements for non-nationals, especially as it pertains to transfer pricing inquiries 

and payments made abroad, are not considered a violation of the non-discrimination 

clause37. These rules do not focus on the taxation of an enterprise’s own business 

activities similar to those of nationals, but rather on differentiating aspects of an 

enterprise, regardless of its nationality38, and are allowed as long as the final taxation 

o is “not less favorable” than the taxation imposed on resident enterprises in similar 

circumstances. “It is the result alone that counts”39. 

 

23.4 No public body or NGO treatment: Likewise, a State is not obliged to 

accord to the public bodies of the other contracting party the same privileges it 

extends to its own public bodies40, nor to NGO of the other State, the treatment it 

																																																													
33 OECD Commentary, page 334 par 9 
34 OECD Commentary, page 140, par 33 
35 OECD Commentary, page 165, par 39 
36 OECD Commentary, page 139, par 31 
3737 OECD Commentary, page 352 par 80 
38 OECD Commentary, page 342 par 43 
39 UN Handbook, page 9 
40 OECD Commentary, page 334 par 10 
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warrants NGO whose activities are performed specifically for the benefit of that 

State41. 

 

24. Nationality based. Non-discrimination is based on nationality rather than 

residence, allowing nationals of the contracting States to rely on the article, even if 

they have tax residence in a third State42.  

 

25. Discrimination of nationals. The clause itself does allow discrimination in 

favor of non-residents (as with tax holidays or other incentives that apply only to 

foreign investors)43, however, the intention of the article is not to provide foreign 

nationals, non-residents, enterprises of other States or domestic enterprises owned or 

controlled by non-residents with a tax treatment that is better than that of nationals, 

residents or domestic enterprises owned or controlled by residents44. It may occur, but 

it’s not the goal. 

 

26. Self-execution and hierarchy. Due to its negative effect, rather than requiring 

the State to take positive measures, the non-discrimination clause is self-executing 

and overrides domestic rules that conflict with it45.  

 

C. Good faith 
 

27. Applicability of good faith. While there is no doubt that “good faith” is a 

principle of public international law that permeates the relations between sovereign 

States46, there is some debate whether tax payers are obliged to use DTC in good 

faith. Commentators such as Vogel have argued that 1) since the rights of individuals 

under treaties are conferred by States; 2) States are bound by the good faith principle 

																																																													
41 OECD Commentary, page 334 par 11. 
42 OECD Commentary, page 333 par 6. 
43 Vann, page 83. 
44 OECD Commentary, page 332 par 3. 
45 Vann, page 82. 
46 VCLT, arts. 26 and 31.1. 
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and 3) nemo dat quod non habet; then treaty subjects are bound by the good faith 

principle as well47. 

 

27.1 Other commentators like De Broe, have argued that good faith is not implied 

in the international tax treaties, but that States should enact good faith rules in order 

to apply the treaties “honestly, fairly and reasonably to give effect to its object and 

purpose and to the common intention of the parties”48.  

 

27.2 The debate rages on with three potential interpretations: 1) either good faith is 

a general principle inherent to tax conventions; 2) either it is not part of the DTC, but 

compatible with them, if a particular State enacts good faith rules and 3) or finally, 

good faith considerations can be contrary to the text of the tax treaties and are only 

applicable if the treaty allows them specifically49.  

 

27.3 The majority view seems to be the second and for that reason the OECD 

proposed a Multilateral Instrument on November 2016 which intends to add good 

faith considerations to existing DTC. Some of these good faith rules that have been 

considered compatible with international tax law are those concerned with treaty 

shopping, controlled foreign corporations, thin capitalization and transfer pricing, 

which will not be the object of our study, but that deserve careful consideration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
47 de Broe, Luc, International Tax planning and prevention of abuse, IBDF Doctoral Series, 
Amsterdam, 2008, page 306, par 80 [de Broe]. 
48 de Broe, page 308, par 82. 
49 R(5) Double Taxation Conventions and the use of base companies. In Model Taxation Convention 
on income and capital 2014 (Full Version). OECD Publishing, Paris. Adopted by the OECD council 
on 27 November, 1986. page 14 [R(5) Base Companies] 
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III. INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF 

DOUBLE TAXATION CONVENTIONS50 
 

28. Potential models. As public international law instruments, tax treaties may be 

subject to an international court’s interpretation, but since they either become part of 

national law or at least affect national laws, they may also be subject to national 

courts’ interpretation. Here we will touch on the most relevant aspects concerning 

their interpretation by such domestic courts. 

 

29. Domestic tax law. Tax treaties will be used to arbiter between the 

superimposed taxing claims of two or more States, and since these taxing claims are 

based on domestic tax law, their resolution will also be a matter of domestic tax law, 

even if that means resorting to private international law or the constitutional law of 

each State. In that regard, while negotiating the treaties is a political matter, 

interpreting them is a purely juridical matter subject to the jurisdiction of national 

courts51.  

 

A. Vienna Convention Rules 
 

30. Preeminence of the Vienna Convention. It’s undisputed that tax treaties are 

governed by the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and that their 

interpretation follows articles 31 and 32 of said Convention52, which are regarded as 

being general rules of international law, applicable even to States that have not 

ratified the VCLT.  

 

31. Restrictive interpretation. The general rule is that treaty provisions should be 

interpreted restrictively, according to the precise wording of the text, since parties are 

																																																													
50 See generally, Lang, Interpretation, page 41 and onwards. 
51 Del Arco, page 39 
52 Vogel, page 39, par 82. 
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not presumed to have waived their sovereignty to a greater extent than that which is 

evident in the text53. 

 

32. Ordinary meaning. Secondly, treaties should be interpreted as according the 

ordinary meaning of their provisions. “Ordinary meaning” refers to the meaning in 

the treaty. It also refers not to each individual provision, but rather to the treaty as a 

whole as well as “any related completing documents”54.  

 

32.1 “Ordinary meaning” as opposed to “everyday usage”. Ordinary meaning 

only means everyday usage when the term has become part of the “international tax 

language”55. 

 

32.2 Treaty definitions. Once a term is defined in the treaty, this definition is valid 

throughout. Subsequent agreements and State practice in complying with the treaty 

help illuminate these meanings56.  

 

33. Only pre-existing documents. Treaty interpretation can only rely on 

documents produced before the signing57, so that unilateral memoradums produced 

by the States after signing are not valid sources for interpretation. Studies or position 

papers prior to the signing qualify as sources only in the sense that they support the 

ordinary meaning interpretation under article 31 when in doubt58 . 

 

34. Object and purpose as auxiliary means. Interpreters should focus on the text 

of the treaty and not venture into teleological interpretations. The subjective intention 

of the parties should only be used to shine light on the terms of the treaty.59  

 

																																																													
53 Vogel, page 37, par 78. 
54 Vogel, page 39, par 82. 
55 Vogel, page 39, par 84. 
56 Vogel, page 39, par 85. 
57 VCLT, art. 32. 
58 Vogel, page 40, par 86. 
59 Vogel, page 39, par 82. 
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35. Treaty override. When the law of a particular State obviously contradicts the 

terms of a treaty, an override is produced. Whether a court should accept this is a 

matter of each States constitutional law, but there is no doubt that the State’s 

international responsibility is compromised, since no State may invoke provision of 

its internal law in order not to comply with its international obligations60. 

 

35.1 Lex specialis. Even if States enact treaty-overriding legislation, the treaty may 

still be valid under the lex specialis rule, unless the general legislation expressly 

derogates the treaty61. 

 

B. Common interpretation 
 

36. Need for a common interpretation. If the courts of treaty members all 

interpret the treaty differently, this reduces its effectiveness to combat double 

taxation. In order for States to comply with their treaty obligations uniformly, it is 

necessary to reconcile the various national interpretations of treaties62 and this is 

accomplished by trying to develop a common interpretation framework. 

 

36.1 Autonomy of the DTC: The common interpretation is best reached y 

regarding the DTC as autonomous from any domestic legal system, so that the 

meaning of DTC provisions be determined only within their own contexts63. 

 

37. Persuasiveness of foreign judgments. For reaching a common interpretation 

one useful practice is to look as foreign judgments, not as binding precedent, but as 

sources of persuasive interpretations. The persuasiveness depends much on the 

quality of the arguments, the reputation and rank of the foreign court, etc. The object 

																																																													
60 VCLT, art. 27. 
61 Vogel, page 72, par 161. 
62 Vogel, page 36, par 75. 
63  Lang, Interpretation, page 44, paragraph 69. 
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of the common interpretation is not to imitate the other court’s reasoning, but to find 

an interpretation most likely to be accepted among all States concerned64. 

 

38. OECD and UN Commentaries. Another method for achieving a common 

interpretation is to look at the OECD and UN model’s respective Commentary. But 

beware, these do not constitute part of the agreement between the parties, nor are they 

travaux preparatoires65. Nevertheless, their persuasive strength cannot be denied due 

to the level of work put into them, apart from the fact that, in the case of the OECD 

Commentary, members and non-member of the OECD have made comments and 

reservations to it. 

 

C. Lex fori principle 
 

39. Terms defined by reference to domestic law. The doctrine of common 

interpretation does not apply were parties are supposed to refer to their domestic 

laws66. However, there is debate among publicist whether when a treaty does not 

define a term, reference must be made to domestic law or to some form of 

international consensus. According to Vogel, and we agree, in such a case, a 

definition must first be constructed by interpretation of the treaty in accordance with 

articles 31 and 32 of the VCLT67 and if impossible, reference to internal law should 

be made. 

 

40. Lex fori for qualification. A problem of qualification arises when two States 

have diverging definitions of the same term used in a tax treaty or in the classification 

of an item of income. The most accepted view is that in case of a qualification 

controversy, the law of the State applying the treaty should prevail (“lex fori 

principle”)68, as long as that State was given taxing rights by the Convention69. This 

																																																													
64 Vogel, page 44, par 94, 
65 Vogel, page 46, par 101. 
66 Vogel, page 44, par 96. 
67 Vogel, page 45, par 97. 
68 Angharad, page 133,  par. 7.19. 
69 Lang, Interpretation, page 59, paragraph 123-125. 
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is harmonious with the view that States only renounce sovereignty to the extent 

specifically agreed on the treaty70. 

 

40.1 Practicality of lex fori. The lex fori principle also appears practical since 

judges know how to apply their domestic laws better.  

 

40.2 Certitude of lex fori. Since the most difficult questions cannot realistically be 

answered autonomously from the treaty (for example, whether severance payments 

fall under income from personal employment or other income) States resort to the lex 

fori principle as a final interpretative solution71. 

 

41. Ambulatory approach. The lex fori interpretation of tax treaties follows the 

“ambulatory approach”, as opposed to the “static approach”72. This means that  the 

terms in the tax treaties are be given: 1) the meaning that the term has in domestic law 

of the State applying it at the time of application, rather than the one it had when it 

was adopted; and that 2) tax law meanings prevail over general law meanings73. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
70 Vogel, page 58, par 129. 
71 Vogel, page 61, par 135. 
72 Angharad, par.  7.19 
73 Article 3.2 of both model conventions, 
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IV. INTERNATIONAL LAW OF THE 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
 

A. Reception of international law 
 

42. Monist or dualist. Dominican Republic is a moderate monist country74 which 

incorporates international treaties directly into its legal system, after the 

Constitutional process has been complied with75, without the requirement of an 

habilitating law. As to general principles of law and international customs, they apply 

solely in the international sphere (strict dualism).  

 

43. Constitutional hierarchy of human rights conventions. Treaties recognizing 

human rights, as well as the decisions of the Inter American Court of Human Rights, 

are treated as part of the Dominican Constitution, composing the so-called 

“Constitutional Block”76, which has direct applicability as well as both vertical and 

horizontal effect77. 

 

44. Hierarchy of treaties not recognizing human rights. Treaties not relating to 

human rights have the same characteristics as statute (direct applicability, vertical and 

horizontal effect)78 once published through the official channels79. However, the 

question of their exact hierarchy remains undecided. For some, treaties should be 

considered superior to statute, since they are based in obligations between States80 

and a State should not be allowed to unilaterally violate an obligation adopted on the 
																																																													
74 For a definition of moderate monism, as a posture which incorporates international law in the same 
rank as statute, please see Huertas-Cárdenas, Julián,  Monismo moderado colombiano: examen a la  
teoría oficial de la Corte Constitucional desde la obra de Alfred Verdross,  132  Vniversitas (Journal 
of Universidad Javeriana School of Law), 197-234 (2016). 
75 Constitution of the Dominican Republic, 2016, art. 26.1 [Dominican Constitution] 
76 See Supreme Court Resolution 1920-2003 of 13 November 2003, page 3.  
77 Dominican Constitution, art. 74.3.  
78 Supreme Court Resolution 1920-2003 of 13 November 2003, page 5. 
79 Dominican Constitution, art. 26.2. 
80 Monroy Cabra, Marco Gerardo. El Derecho Internacional como fuente del Derecho Constitucional, 
Anuario Colombiano de Derecho Internacional, Bogotá, 2008, pages 107-138, page 114. [Monroy 
Cabra]. 
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basis of consensus and reciprocity81. However, the jurisprudence of Dominican High 

Courts shows no clear position. 

 

45. Lex specialis nature of tax treaties. Our position is that international 

conventions have the same rank as statute and therefore, are subject to general rules 

of interpretation: lex posteriori derogat lex anteriori, lex specilis derogat lex 

generalis. In that sense, even if they do not possess any particular supremacy vis a vis 

domestic statute, due to their special nature, a treaty override would only be possible 

when the new statute specifically contradicts the treaty82. Of course, a new law that 

contradicts treaty obligations or refusing to apply the treaty by arguing that an 

implementing statute is necessary, would be tantamount to invoking provisions of 

domestic law to not comply with international obligations83, which violates 

international law84. 

 

B. Sources of Dominican tax law 
 

46. Constitution. The Constitution is the primary source of law from which all 

other sources derive their legitimacy. It ascribes to Congress the power to tax and sets 

the principles which tax laws must obey. 

 

46.1 Preemptive review by the Constitutional Court. The Constitutional court 

has the power of preemptive judicial review of international treaties85. After signature 

by the competent diplomat, and before any treaty is submitted to Congress for 

approval, the Constitutional Court must declare the treaty compatible with the 

Constitution. If a treaty is declared incompatible, the Executive is forced to 

renegotiate the treaty before it can submit it for preemptive evaluation again, and 

before it presents it to Congress. 
																																																													
81 Del Arco, pág. 40 “En consecuencia, el principio de que ley posterior delega ley anterior solo será de 
aplicación si ambas normas tienen el mismo rango jurídico” 
82 Vogel, 56 
83 Monroy Cabra, page 113. “A State is obligated to introduce the legislation necessary to ensure the 
execution of its international oligations”. 
84 Lang, Introduction, page 38, paragraph 54. 
85 Art. 55, law 137-11 of the Constitutional Tribunal and constitutional procedures.  
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46.2 Diffused control of constitutionality. Due to their direct applicability, 

vertical and horizontal effect of the Constitution, after Congress has passed a law or 

approved of a treaty, both treaty and statute remain subject to judicial review in 

ordinary courts, especially as concerns their compatibility with the Constitution. 

Every court is empowered to declare them contrary to the Constitution, but said 

judgment is subject to appeal and has a strictly res inter alios effect86. However, the 

challenge cannot be under the same arguments which were considered in the 

preemptive review87. 
 

46.3 Concentrated control of constitutionality. Without detriment to the regime 

of preemptive review, any party with a protected legal interest may submit a direct 

action to the Constitutional Court to have any normative act, including international 

treaties, declared contrary to the Constitution with erga omnes effect88. 

  

47. Statute. Under the Dominican Constitution, only statute passed by Congress 

can levy taxes and determine the essential aspects of the tax89. The most important 

statute currently in force is the tax code, enacted in 1992 and modified many times, 

with the last modification occurring in 201290. 

 

48. Regulations. These are issued by the Executive branch in response to a 

specific mandate of the law. They clarify the terms of the statute and guide its 

interpretation and application. The one most important for this work is Regulation 

139-98 for the application of the income tax contemplated in the tax code. Its last 

modification was in 200191. 

 

																																																													
86 Law 137-11, art. 51. 
87 Article 57.1 of law 137-11. 
88 Law 137-11, art. 36. 
89 Dominican Constitution, art. 93.1.a, essential aspects are the tax rate, the tax base and the tax 
subject, among other. 
90 See law 253-12 sobre el Fortalecimiento de la Capacidad Recaudatoria del Estado para la 
Sostenibilidad Fiscal y el Desarrollo Sostenible 
91 By Regulation 195-01. 
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49. Administrative norms. The tax code bestows normative powers on the tax 

administration to enact general provisions applicable to all tax payers92. These 

institute the procedures by which tax is assessed and collected, sometimes even going 

as far as providing coefficients for assessing minimum presumed income. Even 

withholding agents may be appointed through these norms. 
 

a. Authorities dealing with tax matters 
 

50. Directorate General of Taxes. In Spanish “Dirección General de Impuestos 

Internos” (DGII), is an agency of the Ministry of Finance. In 2006, it was given 

technical and financial independence, as well as the authority to administer all 

internal taxes in the Dominican Republic. Its director is appointed by the president 

without requiring any prior recommendation93. 

 

51. Directorate of fiscal policy and legislation. Also belonging to the Ministry of 

Finance, but without any independence, its main function is to develop fiscal policy 

and propose fiscal legislation. Its director partakes in the negotiation of tax 

agreements and it’s appointed by the president after a recommendation by the 

minister of finance94. 
 

C. Effects of tax treaties over domestic law 
	

52. Influence over domestic law. Tax treaties do not create taxes, but rights in 

favor of treaty subjects. This can modify tax procedures and even accord means of 

challenging tax assessments that did not exist under domestic law or extent limitation 

periods95. Information exchange provisions give the tax authority power to share 

information with its homologues that generally does not exist under domestic law, 

modifying domestic secrecy provisions accordingly96. 

																																																													
92 Dominican Tax Code, art. 34. 
93 Law 227-06 which grants autonomy to the DGII, arts. 1 and 6. 
94 Law 494-06of fiscal rectification, art. 13.  
95 Vann, page 10 
96 Vann, page 11 
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§ SECTION II 
 

I. RULES ON TREATY SUBJECTS 
 

D. Tax liability (art. 4) 
 

a. Model rules 
 

53. Fiscal residence. Tax liability can be limited or unlimited with each country 

defining its particularities. In international tax law, “fiscal residence” is the term of 

art used to define unlimited tax liability97. Fiscal residence is based on domicile or an 

analogous concept (such as place of incorporation or of effective control of a 

corporation). Persons who are liable to tax in a State on a limited taxation basis are 

not considered fiscal residents98. 

 

53.1 There can be only one. A person may be liable to tax in many jurisdiction, 

just as it may have residences in many countries, but for tax treaty purposes, it can 

only have one fiscal residence and therefore, unlimited tax liability in only one 

country. 

 

54. Tiebreaker rules. To ensure that only one fiscal residence is recognized, 

treaties contain tiebreaker rules which do not change the domestic law of either 

contracting State. The person remains resident in both States under their respective 

domestic law99, but is ascribed to one country for purposes of relieving double 

juridical taxation. 

 

																																																													
97 UN Handbook, page 64. 
98 Lang, Introduction, page 70, paragraph 157 and page 76, par 182. 
99 UN Handbook, page 69. 
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54.1 Individuals. Except for government employees, whose fiscal residence is 

generally that of the employer100, fiscal residence rules for individuals  follow a 

subsidiarity approach, by which a person is resident of the State on which: 

 

1) He has a permanent home. When he has a permanent home on both 

contracting States, on the State where he has his “center of vital interests”; 

2) When the “center of vital interests” cannot be determined or the subject lacks 

a permanent home in any contracting State, he is resident of the State of his 

habitual abode; 

3) If he has an habitual abode in both States or in neither of them, he shall be 

deemed resident of the State of which he is a national; 

4) If he is a national of both States or of neither of them, the tax authorities 

should settle his fiscal residence using the mutual agreement procedure. 

 

54.2 Legal entities. Persons other than individuals are residents of the State on 

which their effective management is situated, although no definite consensus exists, 

due to the US using the place of incorporation rule101. 

 

b. Dominican rules 
 

55. Fiscal residence of individuals. Dominican fiscal residence rules can be 

confusing. The term “fiscal residence” as found in the tax code, does not mean the 

same as in international tax law. The rule is 1) every person with a permanent 

domicile or residence (in the civil law sense, so a house, an office, etc.102) in the 

Dominican Republic103 is subject to unlimited taxation of its income and 2) any 

																																																													
100 Vann, page 13 
101 Vann, page 15-16  
102 Residence differs from the Dominican concept of domicile found in art. 111 of the Civil Code or 
art. 5 of Law 544-14 of Private International Law. In the same sense, it differs from nationality and 
citizenship as defined in arts.18 and 21 of the Dominican Constitution, respectively 
103 Tax Code, art. 268. 
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person who spends104 more than 182 days105 within the Dominican Republic 

(irrespective of continuity) within one fiscal year, is considered a “fiscal resident” for 

tax purposes106, which means they have to file taxes, but they are not subject to 

unlimited taxation (taxes on their foreign income) until their third period of fiscal 

residence107. If a person fails to stay 182 during the next year, he loses his fiscal 

residency in Dominican Republic. 

 

56. Fiscal residence of legal entities. The criteria for fiscal residence of legal 

entities is cumulative rather than alternative, therefore, a legal entity might be 

considered a fiscal resident if it is incorporated under Dominican law, has its 

principal business center and/or place of effective management within the country108.  

 

57. Unlimited tax liability. Unlimited tax liability in the Dominican Republic only 

entails taxation of Dominican sourced income, as well as taxation of financial gains 

on a worldwide basis, which includes only dividends and interest. Additionally, 

unlimited taxation generally requires the filing of yearly returns109 even if no income 

was collected. 

 

c. Points of discrepancy 
 

58. Overarching nature. Dominican residency rules are more overarching than 

the international standard, especially regarding the 182 rule for residency of 

individuals and the multiplicity of links for the residence of legal entities. 

 

																																																													
104 Vann, page 12. “Physical presence in the country for any part of a day usually counts as one day 
except when the person is in transit between other destinations and does not pass the customs or 
immigration barrier”. 
105 Commentary on the 2011 OECD model tax convention, 2011, page 252 par 5. “A day during any 
part of which, however brief, the taxpayer is present in a State counts as a day of presence in that State 
for purposes of computing the 183 day period” [OECD Commentary] 
106 Tax Code, art. 12.1. 
107 Tax Code, art. 271. 
108 Tax Code, art. 12.e 
109 Tax Code, art. 50.f 
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58.1 Regarding the 182 days test, because unlimited tax liability only starts on the 

third year after acquiring residency, and since residency is interrupted when the 

individual does not spend said amount of time on the following year, no potential tax 

liability will arise, except with people who spend enough time in the country as to 

suppose a serious link. 

 

58.2 Regarding the fiscal residence of companies incorporated in Dominican 

Republic or having their headquarters there, since they are only taxed on their 

domestic business profits, the only possibility for double taxation will be in respect to 

passive income, which is fully taxable in the Dominican Republic (no participation 

exemption exists).  

 

58.3 The treaty with Spain specifically includes “place of incorporation” as a 

possible link for fiscal residency, however, both treaties recognize that when a legal 

entity is resident in both contracting States, the parties will solve the matter by mutual 

agreement, paying special attention to the place of effective management. 

 

E. Permanent establishments (art. 5) 
 

a. Model rules 
 

59. PE. A permanent establishment (hereinafter PE) is understood as a fixed place 

of business through which the business of an enterprise is wholly or partly carried 

out. Typical examples include a branch, an office, a factory, a natural resources 

extraction site, construction projects, assembly of a complex machine110, etc. These 

examples are merely enunciative and only constitute PE if the “fixed place of 

business” requirement is met, both for sales of goods and provision of services. For 

an individual providing services abroad (professional activities), a PE is established 

																																																													
110 OECD Commentary, page 99-100, par 17 
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after a sufficient period of activities inside a particular State (more than 183 days in a 

fiscal period)111. 

 

60. Taxation of PE. Having a PE does not mean that the legal entity becomes a 

resident of the State on which the PE operates. The PE is subject solely to source 

taxation.  

 

61. Construction project. All constructions involving more than mere remodeling 

or redecoration, and including excavating and dredging activities, fall within the 

definition of a PE if they last enough time112. This includes a building site that 

conforms a “single unit” even if the orders have been placed by several people (e.g. 

for a row of houses)113. Also includes single projects like roads or canals even though 

there is no permanent construction site114. 

 

62. Not a PE. A physical space is always required, with so-called virtual offices 

(a phone line and an e-mail account) not amounting to a PE115. Economic activities 

which do not constitute a PE are those on which either the “fixed” or the “business” 

element is difficult to ascertain. Examples are: 

 

1) A construction site not lasting more than a certain time (6 months for the UN 

convention, 12 months for OECD convention); 

2) The furbishing of services for less than 6 months (UN model116); 

3) The use of facilities solely for the storage or the display of goods, or keeping a 

stock of them solely for storage or display; 

4) The use of facilities solely for the delivery of goods (exclusively in the OECD 

model, for the UN Model delivery constitutes a PE117) and the keeping of a 

stock solely for the purpose of delivery; 
																																																													
111 Lang, Introduction, page 96, paragraph 265. 
112 OECD Commentary, page 99-100, par 17 
113 OECD Commentary, page 100, par 18 
114 OECD Commentary, page 101, par 20. “This includes when parts of a substantial structure such as 
an offshore platform are assembled at various locations and moved for final assembly”. 
115 Lang, Introduction, page 94, paragraph 253. 
116 Services can constitute a PE under the OECD model, but there is no special rule 
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5) The maintenance of a stock of an enterprise solely for the processing by 

another enterprise; 

6) The maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of 

purchasing goods or merchandise or of collecting information for the foreign 

enterprise;  

7)   The maintenance of a fixed place solely for auxiliary or preparatory activity. 

 

63. Auxiliary activities. The activities excluded above are considered prima facie 

to be auxiliary or preparatory, but other activities that may contribute to the 

productivity of the enterprise, but that are remote from the actual realization of profits 

(departments strictly for advertisement, the supply of information, or for the servicing 

of a patent) can be excluded, but only when they have a merely preparatory or 

auxiliary character118. Fragmenting a cohesive business into several small 

operations, just to argue that each is merely engaged in a preparatory or auxiliary 

activity is not allowed119. 

 

63.1 Lack of essential character.  To tell whether an activity is merely 

preparatory or auxiliary, the decisive criterion is whether or not the activity forms an 

essential and significant part of the activity of the enterprise as a whole. However, 

when a company provides auxiliary activities to many other enterprises, it becomes 

an active economic agent and may be considered a PE of the principal company, just 

doing business abroad120. On the same line, a department that engages strictly in 

managing activities is performing an essential, non-auxiliary activity121.  

 

63.2 Combined activities: Also, a fixed place of business used both for auxiliary 

and essential activities would be regarded as a PE and taxable as regards both types 

																																																																																																																																																																														
117 Lennard, Michael, The UN Model Tax Convention as Compared with the OECD Model Tax 
Convention – Current Points of Difference and Recent Developments, Asia Pacific Tax Bulletin, 
January/February, 2009, page 6 [Lennard]. 
118 OECD Commentary, page 102, par 23 
119 OECD Commentary, page 104, par 27.1 
120 OECD Commentary, page 103, par 26 and 28 
121 OECD Commentary, page 103, par 24  
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of activities. This would be the case, for example, of a store maintained for the 

delivery of goods also engaging in sales122. 

 

64. Subsidiaries as PE. Subsidiaries, even wholly-owned, are independent 

entities and do not constitute prima facie a PE. Nevertheless, when a subsidiary puts 

at the disposal of the parent its facilities and provides services for the parent that 

extend beyond auxiliary or preparatory activities and do so in a manner not fitting an 

independent entity, the parent is considered to have a PE in the State where this 

subsidiary is located123. 

 

65. Agents as PE. An independent agent is not considered a PE, but two factors 

must be considered when assessing independence: a) freedom and b) risk. When an 

agent gets detailed instructions and the principal bears at least some of the risk of the 

business, the agent is not independent and constitutes a PE124. 

 

65.1 Other factors such as c) representative power, d) permanence and e) 

multiplicity of principals, are considered signs of independence. To be a PE, an agent 

needs to be able to contract with a third party in a way that effectively binds the 

principal125, but an independent agent might also do so. A PE needs to remain active 

in a more than merely temporary way, although no precise frequency test has been 

agreed upon126. Additionally, while a diversified principals list is a proxy for 

independence, multiple principals may still act in concert to control the acts of the 

agent127.  

 

65.2 Finally, under the UN Model (and under Dominican law), when an agent 

carries out most of its business for a sole principal, and their commercial and 

																																																													
122 OECD Commentary, page 105, par 30 
123 OECD Commentary, page 107, par 38.1  
124 OECD Commentary, page 107, par 38 
125 OECD Commentary, page 105, par 32.1 and 33 
126 OECD Commentary, page 106, par 33.1 
127 OECD Commentary, page 108, par 38.6 
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financial relations differ from those which would have existed between independent 

enterprises, he will not be considered independent128. 

 

66. Leasing. Merely setting up machines and then leasing them does not amount 

to a PE129. The leasing of industrial, commercial or scientific equipment (including 

containers) is not considered a business activity and gives rise to royalties130 instead 

of business profits (see comments on articles 7 and 12 below). 

 

67. Finances of a PE. A PE is legally the same entity as the main office, but 

international tax rules require that it be treated as a separate entity131. True to that, the 

PE should at least hold sufficient capital to “support the functions it undertakes, the 

assets it economically owns and the risks it assumes”132. 

 

67.1 PE income is business income. Income is attributed to a PE if it results from 

an undertaking’s business carried out through that PE. This includes not only sales 

income, but also income related to their sales process, such as interest paid by a 

customer to whom the PE has sold on credit, or royalty if the relevant license was 

part of the assets of the PE133. 

 

67.2 Attribution of income to a PE. Following on the arm’s length principle, the 

separate nature of a PE means that profits may be attributed to it even though the 

enterprise as a whole has never made any profits and, conversely, no profits might be 

attributed to a permanent establishment, even though the enterprise as a whole has 

made profits134. 

 

																																																													
128 Lang, Introduction, page 95, paragraph 262. 
129 OECD Commentary, page 98, par 10; UN Commentary, page 103,paragraph 8. 
130 R(3) The taxation of income derived from the leasing of containers. In Model Taxation Convention 
on income and capital 2014 (Full Version), OECD Publishing, Paris. Adopted by the OECD council 
on 13 September, 1983, page 11, paragraph 40 [R(3) Royalties] 
131 Art. 7.2 of both Models 
132 OECD Commentary, page 166 par 45 
133 UN Handbook, page 58 
134 OECD Commentary, page 134, par 17 
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68. Interest charged on itself. Except for financial enterprises, “interest” paid by 

a PE to its main office is not recognized as a valid expense135, due to it being 

incompatible with the true legal nature of a permanent establishment136. 

 

b. Dominican rules 
 

69. PE on Dominican tax law. A PE under Dominican law corresponds with the 

international definition137, with construction and service sites becoming PE after 6 

months138. Likewise, having a PE does not amount to having a domicile in 

Dominican Republic and PE are only subject to limited tax liability139. 

 

70. Convenience of PE status. All PE in Dominican Republic pay their income 

taxes on yearly assessments, just like residents, however, non-residents, whether 

individuals or legal persons, are subject to an immediate withholding on their gross 

income of 27%140. Therefore, except for companies from Spain and Canada, 

acquiring PE status in the Dominican Republic is desirable. 

 

70.1 Construction and supervision connected to sale: A differing rule exists by 

which when equipment is bought and also construction or supervisory activities for 

the equipment are contracted141, and the price of these services exceeds 10% of that 

of the equipment, the seller is deemed to have a PE in Dominican Republic142. 

 

71. Agents. Just like the UN Model, representatives and agents will always be 

considered a PE, even if they are independent, when they carry all or almost all of 

their activities in favor of a foreign undertaking143.  

 
																																																													
135 Art. 7.3 of both models 
136 OECD Commentary, page 165-166, par 41-42 
137 Tax Code, art. 270.2  
138 Regulation 50-13 art 3. 
139 Tax Code, art 270.1. 
140 Article 305 of the Tax Code. 
141 Imagine buying an x-ray machine that need also the construction of a bunker. 
142 Tax Code, art. 270.2 and Regulation 139-98, art. 12. 
143 Tax Code, art. 270.2 
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72. Reporting obligations of PE. PE are required to keep separate books from 

their  main offices144, other PE and/or subsidiaries, in order to determine the 

Dominican tax liability. Additionally, all PE must register a Dominican fiscal resident 

as their representative145. 

 

73. Deduction of expenses. Dominican law and its treaties safeguard the non-

discrimination principle in the deduction of PE expenses146. 

 

c. Points of discrepancy 
 

74. While what constitutes a PE is in line with international standard, the 

Dominican Republic violates the “PE principle” (see above) on that it charges taxes 

on any Dominican sourced income, even if the taxpayer has no PE, and it does so on 

a gross income basis, violating the “benefits principle”. Apart from that, treaty 

partners have to suffer that 1) PE status is attributed to independent agents and 2) 

distributions by branched are considered dividends (see below). These are serious 

incompatibilities that must be pondered by a foreign enterprise looking to engage in 

business in the Dominican Republic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
144 Tax Code, art. 279 
145 Regulation 50-13, arts. 1 and 33 
146 Tax Code, art. 287. 
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II. RENT. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 

A. Tax on rent 
 

75. Rent as opposed to income. Instead of using “income”, Dominican law 

charges taxes on “net rent”, but for our purposes, they are mostly synonyms. “Rent” 

is defined as everything, unless specifically excluded, that constitutes utility or 

benefit rendered by an asset or activity and all benefits and utilities that are realized 

or recognized and all increases in the wealth of the contributor whatever their nature, 

origin or denomination147. Basically, rent is any increase in wealth (received, 

recognized148 or presumed) as determined by the tax authorities, with the burden of 

proof of any exception or justification falling on the taxpayer149. 

 

76. Gross income. “Gross income” differs from “gross rent”. It is all income 

realized through the sale or permutation of goods or services (regardless whether the 

economic activity is occasional or regular), after deduction of justifiable rebates or 

devolutions regarding the sale of these goods and services, and before any application 

the Selective Consumption Tax or the VAT within the fiscal period.  

 

76.1 Without the list being exhaustive, “gross income” includes dividends, interest, 

royalties, rental income and pensions150. Income from commissions, bonuses and 

penalty fees is part of gross income151, as well as income from prizes152. Income (and 

losses) from exchange rates at the end of the fiscal period are also considered part of 

gross income153. 

																																																													
147 Tax Code, art. 268. 
148 Standard accounting rules for legal persons require that they imput income when recognized, not 
when received, (Tax Code art. 301.2). 
149 Sanchez Rojas, Oscar, Pecunia non olet (el dinero no huele) ¿Puede un acto ilícito generar renta 
imponible?, Universidad de San Martín de Porres Tax Law Review, No. 18, Perú, 2013, page 9 y 10 
[Sánchez] 
150 Tax Code, art. 283 Tax Code 
151 Tax Code, art. 268.2) 
152 Regulation 139-98, art. 1. 
153 Tax Code, art. 293. 
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77. Gross rent and net rent. “Gross rent” is gross income, but after deducing the 

fiscal cost of goods sold154. In all other cases, gross rent will be the same as gross 

income. “Net rent”, also known as “taxable rent” is gross rent, less any other admitted 

expenses155. 

 

78. Taxpayers of the tax on rent. All natural and legal persons as well as entities 

without legal personality (such as undivided successions156 or sole proprietorships157) 

pay taxes on their net rent on differing rates.  

 

B. Source of rent 
 

79. Territorial connection doctrine. Rent can be derived by a payment or by an 

increase in the value of held assets. All rent derived from capital, assets or rights, 

situated or used economically in Dominican Republic is considered Dominican 

sourced. This includes bonds issued by legal entities “domiciled” in the country and 

the rents from loans backed wholly or in part by real estate in the Dominican 

Republic158. The open wording entails that if any percentage of the loan is backed by 

Dominican real estate, the whole rent derived from the loan is considered Dominican 

sourced. 

 

80. Origin of payment doctrine. A payment is the bestowal of value by one 

person on another. This can take many forms, such as the provision of a service, the 

transfer of an asset (including cash), the bestowing of rights (such as the permission 

to use an asset) and the renunciation of a claim against another person159. Tax law 

must determine the quantum of the payment when it’s not made in cash or in a 

																																																													
154 Tax Code, art. 283. 
155 Tax Code, art. 284. 
156 Tax Code, art 267. 
157 Regulation 139-98, art. 2. 
158 Tax Code, art. 272. 
159 Harris, Peter, Neutralizing the effects of hybrid mismatch arrangements, United Nations, 2014, page 
7. [Harris] 
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foreign currency, as well as the tax period or periods in which the payment is to be 

recognized as effective. Finally, tax law must determine the character of a payment 

(debt cancellation, interest, royalty, etc.)160. 

 

80.1 All payments generating from Dominican Republic give rise to Dominican 

sourced income161. The only exception is the income from exporting products to 

Dominican Republic, which is considered foreign sourced. However, interest paid by 

the importer is considered Dominican sourced162.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
160 Harris, page 7. 
161 Tax Code, art. 272. 
162 Tax Code, art. 273. 
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III. TAXES ON RENT (INCOME) 
 

A. Business profits (art. 7) 
 

a. Model rules 
 

81. Definition. Business profits include all types of active income attributable to 

an enterprise, that do not fall into any other income category163, including “stand-by 

payments” derived from non-compete agreements164.   

 

82. Taxing rights. The standard rule is that business profits are only taxable on 

the State of fiscal residence, unless the business activities are carried out by a PE, on 

which case; the PE is taxed under a limited taxation basis in the source country. An 

exception is contemplated by article 7 of the UN model which states that profits from 

selling merchandise or goods or performing any business activities similar to that of 

the PE in question are imputed to the PE, by the so-called “force of attraction” rule165.  

 

b. Dominican law 
 

83. Definition. The Dominican definition corresponds to the international tax law 

one, both in its law and in the treaties it has signed. Some sectors have special 

taxation rules for foreign players such as insurance and telecommunications.  

 

c. Points of discrepancy 
 

84. No points of discrepancy can be ascertained save from the considerations on 

PE (see above) and withholdings (see below). 

																																																													
163 Article 7.4 of the OECD Model Convention and 7.6 of the UN Model Convention. 
164 Vogel, page 513, par 68 
165 Vogel, page 513, par 68 
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IV. RENT SUBJECT TO WITHHOLDING 
 

A. Withholding under Dominican law 
 

85. Withholding. Treaties permit the source State to impose withholdings on 

interests, dividends and royalties (“passive income”), since these types of income are 

the most vulnerable to tax avoidance arrangements or treaty abuse166. 

 

86. Withholding under Dominican law. A partial withholding is imposed on 

many kinds of payments within the Dominican Republic. For payments made abroad 

or to non-residents, a final withholding of 27%167 of the gross payment is always 

required, regardless if the beneficiary is a legal or natural person168, unless the rate is 

reduced by tax treaty. 

 

86.1 The gross payment is considered net rent, and no proof to the contrary is 

admitted (de jure et de jure). The non-resident tax payer cannot ask to have its 

expenses recognized by the Dominican authority. In some cases, such as with foreign 

films, the law makes presumptions as to what percentage of gross income constitutes 

net rent. In these cases, the withholding of 27% will be practiced on the presumed net 

rent169. 

 

87. Non-deductibility without withholding. No payments made without the 

adequate withholding are recognized as deductible for rent tax purposes170 and the 

withholding agent is jointly and severally liable for the payment of the tax if it does 

not withhold171. As a consequence, the withholding agent may be unwilling to 

																																																													
166 Angharad, par. 7.17. 
167 Tax Code, art. 297. 
168 Tax Code, art. 305. 
169 Tax Code, art. 305. 
170 Tax Code, art 281.3.b. 
171 Tax Code, art. 11.h. 
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withhold less, even if allowed by treaty provisions, forcing the non-resident to apply 

for a refund172. 

 

88. Beneficial owner. International tax law requires that the “beneficial owner” of 

the payment be a treaty subject to qualify for the reduced treaty rates173. This concept 

is not defined in Dominican Tax Law, but it is not used in international tax law in any 

narrow technical sense174, rather in refers, in the context of conduit arrangements, to 

the person at the end of the conduit structure175 that is actually receiving the 

income176. 

 

B. Dividends (art. 10) 
 

a. Model rules 
 

89. International concept. Dividends are defined in the models and they are 

understood as payments, excluding debt claims, which represent a participation in the 

profits of the paying company177. The rule calls for residence taxation, with some 

limited withholding allowed depending on the amount of capital owned by the 

beneficial owner of the dividends. 

 

89.1 Not dividends, but business profits: The Model Conventions consider that if 

the mother company of the subsidiary paying the dividends has a PE in the source 

country, and the dividends paid to the mother country are originated by a 

																																																													
172 UN Handbook, page 38-39 
173 Angharad, par. 7.25. 
174 OECD Commentary, page 220 par 4. 
175 Yoshimura, Koichiro, Clarifying the Meaning of ‘Beneficial Owner’ in Tax Treaties, Tax Notes 
International, Worldwide Tax Daily and Worldwide Tax Treaties: Special Report, November 25, 2013 
page 765 [Yoshimura]. 
176 Lang, Introduction, page 102, paragraph 286. 
177 Angharad, par 7.26. 
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shareholding which is “effectively connected” to that PE, they are to be re-

characterized as profits of the PE178 and be subject to article 7 or 14 taxation. 

 

90. Taxing rights. Dividends are taxed in the country of residence of the 

“beneficial owner”. However, international rules allow the country of the payer to 

withhold a percentage of the gross payment under certain conditions, such as if the 

beneficial owner owns more than a certain percentage of the payer’s stock. 

 

91. Tax free remittances. The key difference between a subsidiary paying 

dividends and a PE repatriating profits is that the PE’s remittances are usually not 

subject to any tax179. Treaties based on the OECD and UN Models are considered to 

override any “branch profits taxes”180. 

 

b. Dominican rules 
 

92. Dominican concept. The Dominican definition of dividends coincides with 

international law, but it extends the concept of dividend to every distribution made to 

the stockholders of any kind of legal person. However, the returns from a liquidation 

process are specifically excluded181.  

 

93. Uniform rate. Dividends are always taxed at 10% of the gross payment, 

regardless of the percentage of the holding and regardless of the residence of the 

beneficiary182. 

 

94. Separate dividend account.  Every legal person that owns capital shares in 

another, has to keep a separate account for dividends. The dividends that flow from 

																																																													
178 Art. 7.4 both model conventions 
179 Vann, page 52-53. 
180 Vann, page 55. 
181 Tax Code, art. 291.  
182 Tax Code, art. 308. 
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the beneficiary to its superior shareholders and that are derived from that dividend 

account, are not subject to any further withholding183. 

 

95. Branch profit tax. A PE distributing their income back to the main office is 

considered to be paying a dividend and must withhold the same 10%184. This 

provision has not been repealed so far, even though neither DTC allows for such a 

concept of dividend. 

 

c. Points of discrepancy 
 

96. The most salient discrepancy is the branch profit taxes, which is a significant 

one. 

 

C. Interests (art. 11) 
 

a. Model rules 
 

97. International definition. The definition of “interest” found in tax treaties is 

stand-alone and exhaustive185. The models spouse a broad concept of interest 

encompassing all yields produced by money lent186. This includes cash deposits and 

security in the form of money, as well as government securities, and bonds and 

debentures (including premium and prizes attached thereto187). Mortgage interest is 

also considered interest in the sense of article 11, and not income from immovable 

property. Likewise, debt-claims, bonds and debentures, which carry a right to 

																																																													
183 Tax Code, art. 308.1. 
184 Tax Code, art. 308.2 Tax code 
185 OECD Commentary, page 213 par 21 
186 OECD Commentary, page 206 par 1 
187 OECD Commentary, page 213 par 20 
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participate in the debtor’s profits, are nonetheless regarded as loans if the contract 

clearly evidences this nature188. 

 

98. Penalty charges excluded. They do not constitute income from capital, but 

rather as a special form of compensation for the loss suffered by the creditor due to 

the debtor’s delay in meeting his obligations189. 

 

b. Dominican rules 
 

99. Dominican definition. The Dominican concept of “interest” roughly 

corresponds to the international definition, but stresses that “interest” is the rent 

derived from lending own capitals to third parties, be it in currency or in kind, 

regardless if the loan is guaranteed or not and irrespective of the fact whether the loan 

provides for participation in the utilities of the borrower or not190. 

 

100. Penalty charges included. As opposed to the international model, penalties 

for late payment may be considered interest if said characterization is habitual 

between the parties191. 

 

101. Origin of the payment. Is taken to be the State of fiscal residence of the payer. 

In cases of PE, if the loan is contracted for the PE’s benefit and borne by it, the fiscal 

residence of the PE will be determinant192.  

 

102. Tax rate and burden. Just like dividends, a final withholding of 10% of gross 

payment is mandated, whether the amount is paid domestically or abroad. Individuals 

who are fiscal residents can request reimbursement of any excessive tax paid due to 

this withholding193, but non-residents cannot.  

																																																													
188 OECD Commentary, page 212 par 18 
189 OECD Commentary, page 213 par 22 
190 Regulation 50-13, art. 8. 
191 Regulation 50-13, art. 8 
192 OECD Commentary, page 215 par 26 (art. 8.5 both treaties) 
193 Tax Code, art. 306 
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102.1 Unlike dividends, unless it is provided to the contrary by the contract, the tax 

charged on interest falls on the recipient194, which can only be counteracted by a 

gross-up of the paid amount. 

 

103. Characterization as dividends: Notwithstanding the Dominican provision that 

loans with a participatory clause are still considered interest, the treaties allow that 

when the lender effectively shares risks with the borrower (if the repayment depends 

largely on the commercial success of the borrower, or if the lender participates in the 

liquidation), the State may characterize these interests as dividends under its rules on 

thin capitalization195. 

 

c. Points of discrepancy 
 

104. The only point of discrepancy is that penalty charges are considered interest, 

thus subject to the 10% gross withholding. 

 

D. Royalties (art. 12) 
 

a. Model rules 
 

105. International definition. Both models coincide in that “royalties” 

encompasses any payment of any kind received as a consideration for the use of, or 

the right to use, any copyright of literary, artistic or scientific work, including 

cinematography films, any patent, trademark, design or model, plan, secret formula or 

process, or information concerning industrial, commercial or scientific experience.  

 

																																																													
194 OECD Commentary, page 206 par 1 
195 OECD Commentary, page 191-192 par 25. 
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106. ICS lease. The UN convention classifies as royalties any payment for  the use 

or right to use Industrial Commercial or Scientific (ICS) equipment, but the OECD’s 

does not196. 

 

107. Taxing rights. Under OECD, taxation belongs solely to the residence State of 

the beneficiary, while the UN model allows withholdings. The origin of the payment 

is the State of residence of the payer. 

 

108. Royalty payments by a PE.  They are accepted if they conform to the arm’s 

length principle.  

 

109. Entertainment material. Payments for music, film and other digital 

downloads by consumers are not considered royalties, because the payment does not 

confer the right to reproduce the material further 197. 

 

110. Software. While the software itself is protected by copyright, software can be 

transferred in many different ways. If the payment is for the rights to reproduce and 

distribute the copyright in a program, it is considered a royalty. If the right is solely 

for use by making a copy of the software which runs on a personal computer, it is 

considered the sale of a product. Whether the program is transferred to the consumer 

electronically or via a physical medium is irrelevant198. 

 

b. Dominican rules 
 

111. Dominican definition. Unlike interest and dividends, the Dominican Tax 

Code has no special provision for royalties, which are not even defined. Royalty 

payments abroad are subject to the general withholding of article 305 and the payer 

must withhold 27% of the gross payment. Payments made to a Dominican resident 

																																																													
196 Article 12 of both conventions. 
197 Angharad, par 7.27. 
198 Angharad, par 7.27. 
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are not currently subject to withholding, but the tax authorities may administratively 

create such withholding obligation at any time199. 

 

112. Treaty rates. Dominican Republic follows the UN model and limits the 

withholdings to 18% for Canada and 10% for Spain, without including a MFN clause 

for these payments in any of the treaties. ICS leases generate royalties200. 

 

c. Points of discrepancy 
 

113. Dominican law is adamant in taxing royalties as if they were any other source 

of income. The tax treatment, consequently, is substantially different and royalties 

might prove a very heated topic to debate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
199 Article 309.f of the Tax Code 
200 Article 12.4 of the Canadian treaty and 12.3 of the Spanish treaty. 
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V. RELIEF FROM DOUBLE TAXATION 
 

114. Content of the obligation. Under both models, the residence State is obligated 

to offer relief to its residents when the source State is given taxing rights over their 

income201. 

 

115. Preemptive relief or refund. The residence State may freely choose whether 

to not charge taxes to its resident, or to provide them with a refund later. There is no 

mandatory line202.  

 

A. Credit method 
 

116. Types of credit. Either: a) the Residence state allows the deduction of the total 

amount of tax paid in the other State on income taxable in the residence State, which 

is called “full credit” or;  b) the residence State only concedes a credit up to the 

amount which would be payable in its own legal system; this method is called 

“ordinary credit”203. When a residence State gives credit for taxes that would have 

been payable, but that the source State exempted, this is called “tax sparing”.  

 

117. Model practice. Both models favor an ordinary credit without tax sparing 

clauses and the tax paid for one item of income can only be offset with the tax 

chargeable to that specific item in the residence State204.  

 

118. Unilateral ordinary credit. Fiscal residents of Dominican Republic may credit 

against their tax liability the taxes paid abroad on foreign source income taxable in 

the Dominican Republic (financial income), up to the limit payable under Dominican 

																																																													
201 Art. 7.4 of both model conventions 
202 UN Handbook, page 8 
203 OECD Commentary, page 309 par 16 
204 OECD Commentary, page 328 par 70 
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law for the same income205. The credit might not be used to offset other tax liabilities 

in case the foreign source income is exempted by Dominican law, nor is there tax 

sparing permitted.  

 

119. Dominican treaty rules. Canada and Spain both give their residents credit for 

taxes paid in Dominican Republic. Dominican Republic gives a credit for taxes paid 

by its residents in Canada. It gives credit for taxes paid in Spain for income falling 

under the category of articles 10 to 12 (subject to withholding). 

 

B. Exemption method 
 

120. Types of exemption. Either the State of residence 1) does not take into 

account the income which arises in the State of source, as if it had never existed; this 

method is called “full exemption” or; 2) the residence State takes the source income 

into account. In case it has a progressive scale with higher taxes for higher income, 

the taxpayer can be moved up the scale, but the income in the source State is 

ultimately not taxed; this method is called “exemption with progression”206. 

 

121. Model practice. Both models favor an exemption with progression, with 

prohibition of double exemption207. There is still debate regarding whether both 

foreign income and losses are exempted, or if only foreign income is exempted so 

that person resident in an exemption country experiencing losses abroad could use 

those losses to reduce its unlimited liability. Neither model offers an answer and 

States have followed diverging patterns: Austria, Belgium, Netherland and Spain 

allow foreign losses, but Germany, Greece and France exempt losses as well208. 

 

122. Amount exempted. The amount of income exempted by the State of residence 

is the amount of tax which would have originated in the residence State under its 

																																																													
205 Tax Code, art. 316.a. 
206 OECD Commentary, page 309 par 14 
207 Art. 23.4 of both models 
208 Lang, Interpretation, page 132, paragraph 426. 
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particular tax rate. As a consequence, it may be different from the amount of income 

subjected to tax in the source State209. 

 

123. Dominican treaty rules. Dominican Republic exempts with progression its 

residents from income they derive in Spain (which is currently not taxed under 

Dominican law), but provides ordinary credit for payments subject to withholding 

(arts. 10 to 12).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
209 OECD Commentary, page 319 par 39 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

As we can see, the tax system of the Dominican Republic shows serious 

discrepancies with international tax law. The points of main discord are:  

 

1. The violation of the PE principle and the benefits principle, with a 

withholding of 27% immediately levied on all non-residents. 

2. The charging of a 27% gross withholding rate on royalties and any other 

payment made abroad. 

3. The characterization as dividends of repatriations made by PE, subjecting 

them to a 10% withholding rate (branch profit taxes). 

4. The statutory charging of withholding taxes on payments of interest and 

dividends on a 10% rate. 

5. The categorization as PE of independent agents working mostly for one 

principal. 

 

These discrepancies do not seem to affect the attractiveness of the country as a venue 

of international business. Foreign direct investment (FDI) was liberalized in 1995210 

and since, the country has received more than USD 30.000 Million211 in FDI. 

Currently the Dominican Republic is the Caribbean leader on FDI and the 9th Latin-

American country overall in reception of FDI212. 

 

As a consequence, no changes in tax law seem appropriate to encourage investment 

and business activity and the Dominican Republic can well accommodate 

international tax actors. What is more, the Dominican Republic seems to have 

escaped some of the unfavorable aspects of international tax law, since it has never 

been a tax haven nor is it recognized as a step for tax avoidance schemes. It is a hen 

																																																													
210 Law 16-95 
211 Informe Económico y Comercial de la República Dominicana, Oficina Económica y Comercial de 
España en Santo Domingo, mayo 2016. 
212 Comportamiento de la Inversión Extranjera Directa en la República Dominicana, Centro de 
Exportación e Inversión de la República Dominicana, junio 2016. 
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and egg problem to determine whether this relative indifference to international tax 

law is due to its outlier law system or the other way around. 

 

Finally, since the Dominican Republic is not a capital exporting country, and its 

biggest collection challenges are still domestic213, the maintenance of the source 

taxation principle seems appropriate and there is no need to enter into further tax 

conventions. 

 

																																																													
213 Impacto de la Informalidad en la Recaudación del Impuesto sobre la Renta de las Personas 
Físicas, Dirección General de Impuestos Internos, 2013.  


